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HEREFORDSHIRE MINERALS AND WASTE LOCAL PLAN
DRAFT PLAN
Starting with a redundant 10 acre quarry site in 2014 a planning application to the local authority to import inert waste to the site was successfully gained, shortly thereafter licensed as an Environment Agency ‘Permitted’ facility in 2015.

The site has now installed a state-of-the-art £2 million Secondary Aggregate washing plant. This enables the facility to recover a significantly higher percentage and quality of aggregate to include sharp sand, coarse sand, 10mm, 20mm, 40mm & 80mm products.

With a potential of processing up to 240,000 tonnes of waste annually working to WRAP protocols, the facility can produce a range of fully compliant saleable products and importantly divert construction waste from landfill.

It also reduces the need for the county to import virgin aggregates from quarries, subsequently improving CO2 emissions and traffic levels within the county.

The site now has 10 employees and is experiencing fantastic growth in output.

*CDE Wash Plant at Lugg Bridge Quarry*

*Group Accreditations:*